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ABSTRACT Homologous recombination affects myriad aspects of genome evolution, from standing levels of nucleotide diversity to the
efficacy of natural selection. Rates of crossing over show marked variability at all scales surveyed, including species-, population-, and
individual-level differences. Even within genomes, crossovers are nonrandomly distributed in a wide diversity of taxa. Although intra-
and intergenomic heterogeneities in crossover distribution have been documented in Drosophila, the scale and degree of crossover
rate heterogeneity remain unclear. In addition, the genetic features mediating this heterogeneity are unknown. Here we quantify fine-
scale heterogeneity in crossover distribution in a 2.1-Mb region of the Drosophila melanogaster X chromosome by localizing crossover
breakpoints in 2500 individuals, each containing a single crossover in this specific X chromosome region. We show 90-fold variation in
rates of crossing over at a 5-kb scale, place this variation in the context of several aspects of genome evolution, and identify several
genetic features associated with crossover rates. Our results shed new light on the scale and magnitude of crossover rate heterogeneity
in D. melanogaster and highlight potential features mediating this heterogeneity.

HOMOLOGOUS recombination is critical for proper chro-
mosome segregation during meiosis. In spite of this vital

function, rates of meiotic recombination are highly variable
at all scales. Previous research in a diversity of taxa indicates
substantial heterogeneity in recombination rate within spe-
cies. In some cases, this heterogeneity can be partitioned
simply, such as differences manifested between males and
females. Drosophila represents an extreme example of such
variation, as Drosophila males do not normally undergo mei-
otic recombination (Morgan 1912). Less extreme but equally
notable differences in meiotic recombination rate between
the sexes have also been documented in a wide variety of
taxa, including humans (Broman et al. 1998), mice (Dietrich
et al. 1996), dogs (Neff et al. 1999), zebrafish (Singer et al.
2002), sheep (Crawford et al. 1995), and wallabies (Zenger
et al. 2002).

Intraspecific variation in recombination rate independent
of sex has been found as well, in a similarly broad range of
taxa. Early work in Drosophila revealed differences in rates
of crossing over among strains (e.g., Brooks and Marks
1986), and this population-level variability in recombination
rate has since been recapitulated in many other systems,
including Arabidopsis (e.g., Sanchez-Moran et al. 2002)
and mice (e.g., Dumont et al. 2009). Extensive work in hu-
mans similarly indicates substantial variability in recombi-
nation rate among populations and individuals (Broman
et al. 1998; Lynn et al. 2002; Fearnhead and Smith 2005;
Neumann and Jeffreys 2006; Graffelman et al. 2007; Coop
et al. 2008).

Finally, many species show evidence of coarse-scale intra-
genomic heterogeneity in recombination rate. For example,
depressions in levels of crossing over in euchromatin adjacent
to centromeric regions are found in Drosophila (Beadle 1932)
and other metazoans (Rahn and Solari 1986; Kipling et al.
1994; Mahtani and Willard 1998), plants (Sherman and Stack
1995; Round et al. 1997; Harushima et al. 1998; Haupt et al.
2001; Anderson et al. 2003), and yeast (Nakaseko et al. 1986;
Lambie and Roeder 1988). Species with heteromorphic sex
chromosomes show chromosome-level heterogeneity in recom-
bination rate, with the Y chromosome lacking recombination,
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excepting pseudoautosomal regions that retain homology with
the X chromosome.

In addition to broad-scale variation in rates of crossing
over, fine-scale distributions of crossover events are hetero-
geneous within genomes in a similarly impressive array of
taxa. In humans, for instance, it is estimated that up to 80%
of all crossover events occur in 10–20% of the genomic
sequence (Myers et al. 2005), illustrating extreme heteroge-
neity in crossover distribution in this species. The recombi-
national landscape of Western chimpanzees is also dominated
by recombination hotspots (Auton et al. 2012), as are those
of mice (Smagulova et al. 2011) and yeast (Mancera et al.
2008). Intragenomic crossover rate heterogeneity is seen in
dog genomes as well; although 80% of crossovers occur in
46% of the sequence, crossover rates fluctuate five orders of
magnitude across the genome (Axelsson et al. 2012).

In Drosophila, rates of crossing over are clearly heteroge-
neous at a fine scale (Cirulli et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al.
2008; Singh et al. 2009; Stevison and Noor 2010; Comeron
et al. 2012). However, the reported magnitude of the fluc-
tuations in crossover rates varies substantially, with 3- to
20-fold variation reported in Drosophila melanogaster (Singh
et al. 2009; Comeron et al. 2012) and 20- to 40-fold varia-
tion in D. pseudoobscura (Cirulli et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al.
2008). These differences may reflect population-level varia-
tion or interspecific divergence in the distribution of cross-
overs or may instead reflect differences in experimental
design among studies. Indeed, these studies had major dif-
ferences in the experimental approaches used, the number
of meioses surveyed, the proportion of the genome sur-
veyed, and the marker density/window size. Thus, the mag-
nitude of fluctuations in crossover rates within and between
Drosophila species remains an exciting and open question.

Moreover, the genetic basis of crossover distribution in
Drosophila remains unknown. Although recombination appears
to be under polygenic control, with the total amount of crossing
over and the distribution of crossovers potentially being medi-
ated by different factors (e.g., Brooks and Marks 1986), these
factors have yet to be identified. This contrasts with our un-
derstanding of the genetic basis of crossover distribution in
humans and mice, as the first known determinant of recombi-
nation hotspots in metazoans was recently discovered (Baudat
et al. 2010; Myers et al. 2010; Parvanov et al. 2010). This
remarkable discovery implicates Prdm9 in determining the
locations of meiotic recombination hotspots in both humans
and mice. Importantly, Prdm9 appears to lack an ortholog in
Drosophila (Oliver et al. 2009), indicating that crossover
distribution in Drosophila is mediated by other, yet unknown
genetic factors.

To begin to address these outstanding questions, we gen-
erated a fine-scale map of crossover distribution of a 2.1-Mb
region of the D. melanogaster X chromosome. The goal of
this study was to survey a large number of crossover events
in a small physical span such that we can gain maximal
resolution in the magnitude of fine-scale fluctuation in cross-
over rates as well as potentially gain insight into genetic

features mediating crossover distribution. Using a combina-
tion of classical genetics and multiplex next-generation se-
quencing, we inferred breakpoints for 2500 crossover events
localized to the region between the X chromosome genes
garnet and scalloped. Our results indicate fluctuations in
crossover rate spanning nearly two orders of magnitude at
a 5-kb scale, with these fluctuations dampening as we in-
crease window size to 10, 20, 50, and 100 kb. We also
explore the effects of this fine-scale heterogeneity on ge-
nome evolution. Our results underscore the importance of
scale in studies of crossover rate heterogeneity and highlight
potential genetic features mediating this heterogeneity.

Methods

Fly strains

The double-mutant strain of D. melanogaster used in this
experiment contained two X-linked recessive mutations with
visible phenotypes, corresponding to mutations in the garnet
(g) and scalloped (sd) genes. This strain was constructed
by crossing a g50e mutant line (stock no. 101116 from the
Drosophila Genetic Resource Center) with an sd1 mutant line
(stock no. 1027 from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center) and screening for recombinant phenotypes in the
F2 generation. We then created an extracted X chromosome
line by crossing our g-sd line to the FM7a balancer stock.
Thus, our g-sd stock is isogenic for the X chromosome. The
wild-type line used in this study (UgX54A) corresponds to
an X-extracted line from a Ugandan population of D. mela-
nogaster (collected originally in 2005 as described in Pool
and Aquadro 2006). We screened for inversions by crossing
these two parental lines and performing standard polytene
chromosome squashes of the F1 progeny; these lines appear
to be inversion-free relative to each another on the X and the
autosomes.

Experimental crosses

We used a two-step crossing scheme to generate the recombi-
nant males used in this study (Figure 1). All crosses were set
up in bottles on standard yeast–glucose media in glass bot-
tles and involved 20 virgin females and 20 males. A total of
448 bottles of crosses were established in the first round;
these crosses were conducted at 21�. There were a total of
569 bottles of crosses established in the second round,
which all involved virgin females 24–36 hr old. These
crosses were incubated at 25� for the first 5 days and were
held at 21� thereafter. The initial incubation temperature
(25�) was chosen because crossover frequency appears to
increase above 22� (Ashburner 1989). Although we expect
that this temperature may lead to an overall increase in rates
of crossing over, we do not expect that it will generate spa-
tial heterogeneity in crossover distribution. Rather, we ex-
pect that the increased temperature may simply amplify the
underlying heterogeneity in crossover distribution. The later
shift to 21� was necessitated by incubator space limitations.
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Parents were cleared on day 4, and the progeny were scored
on day 18, where day 0 is the day the crosses were set up.
Males were counted and scored for the recombinant pheno-
type. In total, 92,105 males were scored for the recombinant
phenotype, and 6716 recombinant males were collected
(2483 +sd males and 4233 g+ males).

DNA preparation

Recombinant males were grouped by phenotype into pools
of 100, yielding 66 pools (24 pools of +sd males and
42 pools of g+ males). Pools were flash-frozen in liquid
nitrogen and subsequently pulverized in 96-well plates on
a high-speed microplate shaker, using a galvanized steel BB.
Genomic DNA was then extracted from each pool, using the
QIAGEN (Valencia, CA) DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit. Geno-
mic DNA was sheared using sonication and genomic DNA
libraries suitable for Illumina single-end sequencing were
prepared following a standard protocol (available upon re-
quest). Each library was barcoded with one of twelve 3-bp
barcodes (ACT, ATA, AAG, GGA, TTG, GCG, TAA, TGT, GAT,
TCC, CAC, and AGC). DNA from each genomic library was
quantified using PicoGreen, and DNAs from 11 different
libraries (each with a different barcode) were combined in
equal amounts. This procedure thus yielded six superpools
of DNA, each of which consisted of DNA from 1100 different
recombinant males.

We also extracted DNA from pools of single males re-
presenting different relative proportions of the two parental
lines used in our two-step crossing scheme. We constructed
eight such pools, consisting of 95:5, 85:15, 70:30, 55:45,
40:60, 25:75, 15:85, and 5:95 g-sd:wild-type flies. DNA was
extracted from each of these eight pools, using the method-
ology applied to the recombinant males (described above),
and barcoded genomic DNA libraries suitable for single-end
Illumina sequencing were prepared as above. DNA from
each genomic library was quantified using PicoGreen, and

DNAs from these eight different libraries were combined in
equal amounts in a single superpool.

These seven DNA samples (six recombinant male super-
pools and one parental mixture superpool) were enriched
for the X chromosome region between the genes garnet
and scalloped (coordinates in release 5.2 are 13,621,236–
15,719,755), using a custom NimbleGen Comparative Ge-
nomic Hybridization Array (OID26736). This array contains
385,000 oligos, each of which map to the target region of
interest. The seven DNA samples were individually hybrid-
ized to an array at the Cornell Microarray core, following
standard NimbleGen hybridization protocol. The resulting
DNA, enriched for the 2.1-Mb X chromosome region be-
tween garnet and scalloped, was sequenced using Illumina
single-end sequencing (86-bp reads) at the Cornell Life Sci-
ences Core Laboratories Center. The parental mixture was
sequenced in a single lane twice on separate flow cells. The
six recombinant superpools were sequenced in a single flow
cell, with one lane per superpool. For five of these super-
pools, reduced read yields for this first run led us to rese-
quence these same samples on a separate flow cell.

SNP identification

Individual reads were sorted by barcode such that each read
was assigned to one of the 66 recombinant or 8 parental
mixture pools; only those reads matching the barcode exactly
were retained for analysis. Overall we observed approximately
threefold variation in representation among barcodes within
a single superpool (data not shown), suggesting that there is
no marked bias toward or away from any of the barcodes used
in our analysis. The retained reads were then mapped to the
D. melanogaster genome, using the Burrows–Wheeler Aligner
(BWA) (Li and Durbin 2009) with default parameters. Only
reads mapping uniquely to the genome were retained for
analysis. SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) was used to generate align-
ment files in pileup format. These pileup files were used for
subsequent bioinformatic analysis.

Our strategy was to identify a small set of well-behaved,
parentally informative single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) based exclusively on the sequence data from the
parental mixture pools. We restricted ourselves to this subset
of SNPs because differential binding of our parental genotypes
to the hybridization array has the potential to adversely affect
our inference of allele frequency in each recombinant pool and
thus compromise our estimation of the fine-scale distribution
of crossover events in this interval. We thus sought to identify
the subset of SNPs that did not appear to suffer from this
hybridization bias. This was accomplished using a series of
heuristic filters. First, we combined the reads across parental
mixtures and included only those sites at which the two most
frequent nucleotides made up at least 95% of the total reads.
From these, we excluded any site at which any of the eight
parental mixture pools had no coverage. The remaining sites
were filtered using two indices of goodness-of-fit. The first
index was the P-value obtained via logistic regression in which
the observed counts were fitted to the mixing proportions; we

Figure 1 Schematic representation of our crossing scheme. Boxed BC1
progeny correspond to the two recombinant phenotypes identified by our
cross; these individuals have a single crossover between garnet (g) and
scalloped (sd).
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employed a stringent threshold of 1028. The second index was
a chi-square-like statistic formed by comparing the SNP fre-
quencies observed in each sequencing run (8 pools · 2 runs
per pool for a total of 16) to their respective mixing propor-
tions; here we required a value less than one. The two in-
dexes are similarly motivated yet complementary, as only the
former uses read count information. Both enabled us to po-
larize the SNPs from the mixing proportions and thus infer
parental genotypes. A total of 451 SNPs survived our filters
(Supporting Information, Figure S1)—these were then used
to estimate allele frequencies in the 66 recombinant pools.

Allele frequency estimation

For each of the 66 recombinant pools, read counts were
used to estimate allele frequencies at the 451 sites identified
from the parental mixtures (Figure S2). These allele fre-
quency estimates were then used as a diagnostic to disqual-
ify a subset of recombinant pools. Specifically, because each
pool was constructed to be homogenous with respect to
recombinant type (either +sd or g+), there was an expec-
tation that allele frequency would vary monotonically with
position. In 41 of the 66 pools, we deemed this expectation
to be strongly violated, either due to insufficient coverage
(inflating the variance of allele frequency estimates) or other-
wise. Sequence coverage appears to contribute substantially
to whether or not a given pool was included; average depth

of coverage of included pools was 148 (median 120) vs. 97
(median 96) for the excluded pools. Of the remaining 25
pools, 13 and 12 were composed of +sd and g+ recombi-
nants, respectively. Allele frequency estimates at each of the
451 SNPs for only these surviving 25 pools are presented
in Figure 2. We proceeded to infer individual recombination
landscapes for each.

Recombination landscapes

Even after choosing a select set of SNPs and excluding a
majority of the recombinant pools, there remained sub-
stantial variability in allele frequency estimates. For this
reason, we chose a robust approach for inferring recombi-
nation landscapes. Specifically, we used a median filter on
the allele frequency estimates from each pool. The allele
frequency at each SNP was estimated as the median fre-
quency within a 2k + 1 SNP window (including itself, k 59
SNPs, and k 39 SNPs). For SNPs too close to either the garnet
or the scalloped locus, the window was completed by assum-
ing no recombination outside the g-sd interval. For each
recombinant pool, k was chosen to be the minimum value
for which the median-smoothed allele frequency estimates
varied monotonically across the g-sd interval (File S1). In
this way, recombination landscapes were inferred for each
pool, using the change in (median-smoothed) estimated al-
lele frequency as a function of physical distance (Figure 3).

Figure 2 Heat map depicting the frequency of the wild-type (wt) parental allele at each of 451 SNPs for each of the 25 pools of 100 recombinant males
included in the final analysis. Each column represents a pool, with the top of the plot representing the 59 end of the g-sd region and the bottom
representing the 39 end. Note that the expectation is that allele frequencies should start at 0 (blue) and increase to 1 (red) from top to bottom or vice
versa, depending on the recombinant phenotype class comprising the pool. The pools are ordered such that all of the g+ pools are presented first
followed by the +sd pools. Within each phenotype class, the ordering of pools is arbitrary. Within each phenotype class each pool is labeled by its
superpool identification number (1–6) and barcode.
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Figure S3 illustrates the relationship between the raw data
and the median-smoothed data. By averaging the median-
smoothed allele frequency estimates at each site across the
13 +sd pools, a single composite landscape was obtained. A
similar composite was obtained for the 12 g+ recombinant
pools. The allele frequencies of these composites were aver-
aged to obtain a single recombination landscape for the g-sd
interval. We then linearly interpolated allele frequency be-
tween each SNP and inferred fine-scale crossover distribu-
tion based on changes in allele frequency in 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-,
and 100-kb windows (File S1). At each granularity, a chi-square
test was used to compare the inferred crossover distribution to
what would be expected in the absence of recombination rate
heterogeneity.

Genomic correlates

To correlate local recombination rate with various aspects of
genomic context, we examined local codon bias, GC content,
gene density, repeat content, nucleotide diversity, nucleotide
divergence, and sequence motifs. To estimate codon bias,
we retrieved the sequences of all genes located in the g-sd
region based on Release 5.4 of the D. melanogaster genome.
We concatenated all exonic sequence within individual
genes and estimated codon bias for each gene, using a
standalone implementation of codonW (downloaded from
http://codonw.sourceforge.net). We used the codons de-
fined as preferred in D. melanogaster to estimate the fre-
quency of optimal codons (FOP) for each gene in this region.
We assigned genes to intervals based on physical position; if
the midpoint of the gene was included in a given interval, it
was assigned to that interval.

Overall GC content for a given window was calculated by
simply counting the incidence of G’s and C’s and dividing it
by the total number of nucleotides in that window. We used
percentage of cover by coding sequence (CDS) as an indica-
tor of gene density. Annotations for this 2.1-Mb region on
the X chromosome were kindly provided by R. Kulathinal
(personal communication). These annotations are based
on annotations of Release 5.4 of the D. melanogaster ge-
nome as well as information from the RedFly database and
a curated database of footprinting literature. For each win-
dow, we calculated the number of bases annotated as protein
coding and used this to estimate the percentage of CDS cover
for each window. To estimate repeat density, we first used
RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 1996–2010) to identify repetitive
regions within the g-sd region. We used the RepeatMasker
output to estimate the fraction of each window that contained
repetitive sequence. We estimated simple repeat cover, low
complexity sequence cover, transposable element cover, and
total repeat cover (the sum of those three classes).

Nucleotide diversity was estimated in each interval, using
population resequencing data from 20 lines of D. mela-
nogaster from Uganda (Singh et al. 2013). We restricted
our analysis of polymorphism to third codon positions and
included only windows containing at least 500 such sites.
We estimated both average pairwise differences among

alleles p (Nei 1987) andWatterson’s estimator qw (Watterson
1975). To estimate divergence, we generated pairwise align-
ments between D. melanogaster and D. sechellia for the garnet-
scalloped region by parsing the net.axt files from the University
of California, Santa Cruz genome browser. This net.axt file was
based on Release 3 of the D. melanogaster genome and release
1 of the D. sechellia genome. We used these alignments to
calculate Dxy (Nei 1987).

Finally, we searched for motifs enriched in high re-
combination areas, using Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation
(MEME) (Bailey and Elkan 1994). We used a “discrimina-
tive” motif discovery approach, which attempts to identify
motifs specific to regions of interest and not specific to other,
similar sequences. We searched for motifs enriched in the
three 10-kb windows with the highest estimated crossover
rate relative to the three 10-kb windows with the lowest
crossover rate. We also explored the correlation between
estimated recombination rate and previously reported se-
quence motifs as well as several simple repeats, using a cus-
tom Perl script.

Results and Discussion

We quantified the fine-scale distribution of crossover events
in the 2.1-Mb region separating the genes garnet (g) and
scalloped (sd) on the X chromosome of D. melanogaster.
We focused on this region in part because broad-scale esti-
mates of crossing-over rates are high (2–7 cM/Mb) and in
part because the visible markers bounding this region are
extremely easy to visualize, thus facilitating a large-scale
screen for recombinant individuals. We crossed a wild-type
X-extracted line of D. melanogaster from Uganda to g-sd
double-mutant males (Figure 1) (Both the wild-type X and
the g-sd-bearing X were made isogenic by extraction with
the FM7a balancer). The resulting F1 females were doubly
heterozygous for our visible markers, and because crossing
over in Drosophila takes place only in females, it is crossover
events in these F1 females that we ultimately scored. The F1
females were backcrossed to g-sd males and the male progeny
from this cross (BC1 males) were scored for the recombinant
phenotype. Because males were hemizygous for the X chromo-
some, recessive mutations are exposed and recombinant males
should carry one visible mutation but not the other (Figure 1).
Other chromosomes were not controlled, but they will assort
randomly and so our study integrates over all possible back-
ground genotypes on these uncontrolled chromosomes. This
approach facilitates identifying individual males with an odd
number of crossovers between garnet and scalloped. Given
crossover interference in Drosophila (Sturtevant 1913; Muller
1916), we do not believe that double and triple crossovers
play a significant role at this physical scale (Cirulli et al. 2007;
Stevison and Noor 2010).

In total, we screened 92,105 BC1 males for the recombi-
nant phenotype. This screen yielded 6176 recombinant
males, 2483 of the +sd phenotype class of 4233 of the g+
phenotype class. This significantly deviates from the
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expected 1:1 ratio (P, 0.0001, G-test), although the reason
underlying this deviation remains unclear. One unlikely pos-
sibility is phenotyping error; the sd mutation was noted to
have incomplete penetrance in our BC1 progeny, which
could result in +sd recombinant males being overlooked
in this screen. In addition, natural variation in eye color
might result in yielding false positive g+ recombinant indi-
viduals. However, given our approach for inferring recombi-
nation maps (see the section Inference of fine-scale crossover
distribution), we do not believe that these phenotyping chal-
lenges will introduce artificial heterogeneity in fine-scale
rates of crossing over. That is, including false positive g+
individuals will introduce noise; although this will make our
statistical inference more challenging, it should not falsely
introduce a signal of crossover rate heterogeneity. Similarly,
as long as the putatively overlooked +sd recombinant males
are not biased with respect to crossover location, failing to
include these individuals in our screen simply reduces our
sample size. Other possible explanations for the deviation
from the expected 1:1 ratio include segregation distortion or
viability defects associated with the sd chromosome. Consis-
tent with a viability defect associated with the sd chromosome,
we also recovered an excess of wild-type vs. g-sd (nonrecom-
binant) male progeny (67,137 wild type vs. 24,698 g-sd).
However, again assuming that the viability effects of the sd
phenotype are independent of crossover location, this should
not compromise our estimation of fine-scale crossover rates.

In spite of the inequality of the two recombinant pheno-
type classes, the overall genetic distance between garnet and
scalloped revealed by our screen was 7.3 cM, in close agree-
ment with the published map distance of 7.1 cM (Lindsley
and Grell 1967). This is arguably inconsistent with segrega-
tion distortion, as this would yield a systematic reduction
in the estimated genetic distance between our two visible
markers. However, this is potentially consistent with pheno-
typing error; if our rates of false positive g+ identification are
similar to our rates of overlooking +sd recombinants, this
would yield a genetic distance in our screen similar to the
true map distance. This is also consistent with viability defects
associated with the sd chromosome, as this would yield sim-
ilar reductions in both the +sd (recombinant) and g-sd (non-
recombinant) phenotype classes. Note that the deviations
from 1:1 expectation are similar in both the recombinant
(1.7:1 g+:+sd) and the nonrecombinant (2.7:1 ++:g-sd)
phenotype classes. We thus believe that the most likely ex-
planation for the skew in recombinant recovery toward the
g+ class is a viability defect associated with the sd chromo-
some, but we cannot exclude a contribution of some degree
of phenotyping error.

Sequencing

We sequenced our parental lines in eight pools composed of
different proportions of the double-mutant and wild-type
parents (Materials and Methods). In all, 41,914,472 eighty-
six-base-pair single-end Illumina reads were obtained across
all pools (2,768,127–7,302,199 reads per pool). On aver-
age, .80% of these reads map uniquely to the D. mela-
nogaster genome (77–89% in each pool). Of these uniquely
mapping reads, 84% map to the g-sd region (76–87% per
pool), suggesting that the Nimblegen targeted enrichment
was highly efficacious. We used these 28,327,993 uniquely
mapping reads localized to the g-sd region for SNP identifica-
tion (Materials and Methods). Our stringent approach yielded
451 SNPs differentiating our parental lines. The median dis-
tance between adjacent SNPs is 2.6 kb (average = 4.6 kb),
indicative of a high density of informative markers for infer-
ence of crossover distribution.

The 66 pools of recombinant males were also sequenced
using single-end 86-bp Illumina reads. In total, 255,415,020
reads were obtained (66,846–13,437,128 per pool). Over
72% (155,910,649 reads) of uniquely mapping reads local-
ize to our target region (40–94% per pool). This reflects
6088· coverage of the g-sd region across all 66 pools (3–
524· per pool).

Inference of fine-scale crossover distribution

We inferred the crossover distribution based on allele fre-
quency changes within each pool of recombinants across the
g-sd interval. The intuition behind this inference is as fol-
lows. For a pool of 100 g+ recombinant males, the fre-
quency of the g-sd allele should start at 1 at the 59 end of
this region and should decrease monotonically across the
2.1-Mb region with a final g-sd allele frequency of 0 at the
39 end of the g-sd region. The reciprocal is of course true for
the +sd recombinant males. Thus, we can estimate the frac-
tion of crossover events localizing to individual windows by
tracking the change in allele frequency between adjacent
windows. Within each phenotype class, allele frequency esti-
mates of the g-sd allele as a function of physical distance
across pools were highly similar (Figure 3). We thus aver-
aged across pools to create an aggregate +sd landscape and
an aggregate g+ landscape. Importantly, the smoothed com-
posite landscapes based on the 13 +sd pools and 12 g+
pools were highly correlated (r = 0.61, P , 0.001; Figure
3). This strongly supports the conjecture that potential phe-
notyping error, segregation distortion, and/or viability
defects associated with the +sd recombinant phenotype do
not compromise our ability to infer fine-scale crossover

Figure 3 Median-filtered allele frequency landscape of the frequency of the g-sd parental allele as a function of physical position for each of the pools
surviving our stringent filtering criteria for (A) the 12 g+ pools and (B) the 13 +sd pools. The aggregate landscapes (averaged across pools within
recombinant phenotype classes) are depicted in C. In this aggregate landscape plot, the black line depicts uniform distribution of crossover events across
this interval. The aggregate landscape for the +sd recombinant individuals is plotted in red, and the aggregate landscape for the g+ recombinant
individuals is plotted in blue. Note that this latter landscape has been reflected for ease of comparing the allele frequency landscapes between the two
recombinant phenotype classes.
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distribution. Given the strong concordance between these
two composite landscapes, we averaged across these land-
scapes to generate a single allele frequency landscape. Lin-
ear interpolation of allele frequencies between SNPs
facilitated estimating rates of crossing over in windows of
arbitrary size; for our analyses we estimated crossing-over
frequencies in windows of 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 kb.

There is significant heterogeneity in crossover distribu-
tion at all physical scales [P , 0.001, x2-test, all window
sizes (Materials and Methods)]. The magnitude of the fluc-
tuations in crossover rates varies as a function of window
size (Figure 4). At the 5-kb scale, rates of crossing vary.90-
fold (estimated as the maximum observed crossover rate
divided by the minimum observed crossover rate). Increas-
ing window size to 10 kb reduces the magnitude of cross-
over rate heterogeneity to 72-fold, and window sizes of 20,
50, and 100 kb show further dampening of crossover rate
variation (41-, 8-, and 3-fold, respectively). This is to be
expected, given that increasing window size leads to
smoothing of the local crossover distribution. Importantly,
we do not believe that the increased magnitude of crossover
rate fluctuation with smaller window size is a function
of sampling error. Repeating this scale analysis with each
recombinant phenotype class separately yields highly similar
recombinant landscapes between the g+ vs. +sd samples
(Figure 5). The estimated crossover rates for the two classes
of flies are highly and significantly correlated (r = 0.84,
0.82, 0.90, 0.91, and 0.90 for the 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, and
100-kb scales, respectively; P , 0.001, all comparisons).

It should be noted that we are not arguing that any par-
ticular window size represents the best fit to our empirical
data. Rather, we argue that the degree to which crossover
rate is heterogeneous depends heavily on window size and
moreover, that it remains to be determined which window
size is most informative in the context of organismal fitness
and function.

The observed magnitude of fluctuations in rates of cros-
sing over is largely consistent with previous work. Analysis
of crossover distribution of a 1.2-Mb region between the
genes white and echinus on the D. melanogaster X chromo-
some revealed 3.5-fold variation with markers spaced
40–300 kb apart (Singh et al. 2009). Similarly, analysis of
crossover distribution in a 2-Mb region of D. pseudoobscura
revealed 40-fold variation in rates of crossing over, using
markers 2–40 kb apart (Cirulli et al. 2007); this degree of
heterogeneity agrees well with our results at a 50-kb scale.
This comparison is particularly interesting given that rates of
crossing over are elevated in D. pseudoobscura relative to
D. melanogaster (Hamblin and Aquadro 1999; Ortiz-Barrientos
et al. 2006). That we see similar fluctuations in rates of
crossing over in D. melanogaster might suggest that the de-
gree to which crossover rates are heterogeneous throughout
the genome is conserved in Drosophila even if genome-wide
levels of crossing over have diverged. However, whole-genome
analysis of crossover rates in D. melanogaster reveals 15- to
20-fold variation at the 100-kb scale even in noncentromeric

regions (Comeron et al. 2012), which is far greater than
what we observe here at a comparable scale. This could
result from differences in rates of crossing over among
strains (Brooks and Marks 1986; Comeron et al. 2012), or
the reduction in fine-scale heterogeneity in crossing-over
rate could be specific to the g-sd region.

Sequence motifs

Although it is clear from this work and others that the
distribution of crossovers in Drosophila is significantly non-
uniform (e.g., Cirulli et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2008;
Singh et al. 2009; Stevison and Noor 2010), the genetic
basis of crossover distribution remains unknown. We used
MEME (Bailey and Elkan 1994) to identify possible se-
quence motifs associated with crossover locations in this re-
gion. Of the motifs identified as enriched in the three 10-kb
windows with the highest rates of crossing over relative to
the three 10-kb windows with the lowest rates of crossing
over, none showed a significant correlation between inci-
dence within a window and crossover rate across the entire
g-sd region at any window size. However, we do note that
simple repeats CAA, TAT, and CA as well as poly(A)
stretches are significantly positively correlated with recom-
bination rate at the 5-, 10-, and 20-kb scales (r . 0.1, P ,
0.03 in all cases). The CA repeat and poly(A) stretches have
also independently been found to be associated with cross-
over locations in D. melanogaster (Comeron et al. 2012).
These authors also noted that poly(A) stretches are associ-
ated with crossover events in yeast (Mancera et al. 2008),
and the dinucleotide CA repeat stimulates homologous re-
combination in human cells in culture (Wahls et al. 1990).
In addition, we find significant correlations between motif
incidence and recombination rate for the motif AAAC[CG]
AAA, a core of a previously identified motif in D. mela-
nogaster (Comeron et al. 2012), as well as the motif ATG-
GAAA, which has also been previously implicated with
crossover distribution in D. melanogaster (Miller et al. 2012).
The former is correlated with recombination rates at the 5-,
10-, and 20-kb scales (r . 0.095, P , 0.05, all scales) while
the latter is significantly correlated with recombination rates
at all scales except the 50-kb scale (r . 0.13, P , 0.006, all
scales). We found no other previously reported motifs or short
repeats associated with rates of crossing over in D. mela-
nogaster or D. pseudoobscura (Cirulli et al. 2007; Kulathinal
et al. 2008; Stevison and Noor 2010; Comeron et al. 2012;
Miller et al. 2012), humans (Baudat et al. 2010; Myers et al.
2010; Parvanov et al. 2010), or dogs (Axelsson et al. 2012) to
be correlated with recombination rates at multiple window
sizes.

The complete lack of overlap between sequence motifs
associated with rates of crossing over between D. mela-
nogaster and D. pseudoobscura may suggest that sequence
motifs mediating crossover distribution have diverged sig-
nificantly between species. The limited overlap among all
motifs currently or previously correlated with crossover
rates within D. melanogaster (Comeron et al. 2012; Miller
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et al. 2012) is more puzzling and may indeed suggest that in
contrast to humans and mice (Baudat et al. 2010; Myers
et al. 2010; Parvanov et al. 2010), crossover distribution is
not largely determined by a single sequence motif in D.
melanogaster. Instead, crossover distribution could be deter-
mined by multiple sequence motifs or some other aspect of

genomic context such as chromatin structure. However, that
motifs AAAC[CG]AAA and ATGGAAA have now been iden-
tified in two independent studies using different strains indi-
cates that these motifs may play some role in crossover
distribution in D. melanogaster and certainly merit further
investigation.

Figure 4 Crossover rate (cM/Mbp) as a function of physical position estimated in nonoverlapping windows of (A) 5 kb, (B) 10 kb, (C) 20 kb, (D) 50 kb,
and (E) 100 kb.
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Figure 5 Crossover rate (cM/Mbp) as a function of physical position estimated in nonoverlapping windows of (A) 5 kb, (B) 10 kb, (C) 20 kb, (D) 50 kb,
and (E) 100 kb. The two recombinant phenotype classes are presented separately, with the recombinational landscape derived from g+ flies presented in
red and the landscape derived from the +sd flies in blue.
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Genomic context

Although our recombination landscapes show clear hetero-
geneity in fine-scale crossover distribution, the functional
and evolutionary consequences of this heterogeneity remain
unknown. To investigate the implications of this heteroge-
neity for genome evolution, we examined the correlation
between local crossover rate and several aspects of genomic
context including GC content, codon bias, coding sequence
content, and repeat content. GC content was not signifi-
cantly correlated with crossover rate for any window size
(Table 1). This is unexpected given that previous work
reported a significant relationship between these two fea-
tures on the X chromosome of D. melanogaster, a relationship
that does not appear to be exclusively driven by GC content
in regions of severely depressed rates of crossing over (Singh
et al. 2005). However, previous analysis of the fine-scale
correlation between GC content and crossover rate (Singh
et al. 2009) also failed to recover the expected negative
correlation between these two features. This may reflect
the reduced sample size of the fine-scale studies or may
suggest that the correlation between GC content and recom-
bination rate is apparent only in the context of broad-scale
recombination rate estimation.

In contrast, codon bias (as measured by FOP; see Materi-
als and Methods) is significantly negatively correlated with
recombination rate as has been previously reported for the X
chromosome (Singh et al. 2005, 2009) at the 5- and 10-kb
scales (r , 20.12, P, 0.04, both scales; Table 1). Although
these two parameters are also negatively correlated to a sim-
ilar degree at the 20-, 50-, and 100-kb scales, these correla-
tions are not statistically significant, perhaps owing to the
limited number of windows with these increased window
sizes. This thus suggests that the X chromosome-wide neg-
ative correlation between recombination rate and codon
bias is recapitulated at a fine scale. Why the X chromosome
differs from the autosomes in the direction of this correla-
tion remains a puzzle, particularly since the X chromosome
correlation differs from the expectations based on the sup-
posed increased efficiency of selection in regions of high
recombination.

We recover no significant association between crossover
rate and gene density (measured as the fraction of each
window annotated as coding sequence; Table 1), which is
consistent with previous results from D. pseudoobscura
(Kulathinal et al. 2008). In addition, these data are consis-
tent with the recent finding in D. melanogaster of no enrich-
ment of crossover events in genic vs. intergenic sequences
(Comeron et al. 2012). Repeat cover was not significantly
correlated with crossover rate at any scale (Table 1), echo-
ing findings in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Kulathinal
et al. 2008; Stevison and Noor 2010), indicating that this
aspect of genomic context may not be relevant for crossover
distribution at a fine scale in Drosophila.

The relationship between nucleotide polymorphism and
crossover rate enjoys a rich empirical and theoretical history

in Drosophila. The positive correlation between these two
parameters was first discovered by Begun and Aquadro
(1992) and has since been confirmed at both coarse and
fine scales in D. melanogaster and other Drosophilids (e.g.,
Begun et al. 2007; Shapiro et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al.
2008; Sackton et al. 2009; Stevison and Noor 2010). This
reduction in polymorphism with decreased recombination
has been argued to result from genetic hitchhiking (Maynard
Smith and Haigh 1974; Gillespie 2000), background selec-
tion (Charlesworth et al. 1993), or some combination of
both (Kim and Stephan 2000). In spite of the strong expec-
tation, we fail to recover a significant association between
third codon position diversity and local recombination rate
at any scale (Table 1). Although consistent with previous
fine-scale dissection of crossover rate variation and its cor-
relates on the D. melanogaster X chromosome (Singh et al.
2009), this lack of association between polymorphism and
recombination in our data is somewhat challenging to ex-
plain. One possibility is that we do not have sufficient data
at the relevant physical scale to recover this association. If
the well-described correlation between recombination rate
and nucleotide diversity is driven by genetic hitchhiking, for
instance, and the molecular footprint of a selective sweep is
on the order of 50–100 kb, then perhaps no correlation
between recombination rate and diversity would be ob-
served at 5- to 20-kb scales. Previous work reporting a sig-
nificant correlation between diversity and recombination
rate was based on window sizes of 50 kb–1.5 Mb (Begun
et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2008; Sackton et al. 2009;
Stevison and Noor 2010); although we have data at the
50- and 100-kb scales, these data are limited and thus the
lack of observed correlation at these scales may reflect sam-
ple size limitations.

Another possible confounding factor is that of timescale.
Although crossover rate appears to be conserved among
closely related species in Drosophila (at the $50-kb scale)
(Begun et al. 2007; Stevison and Noor 2010), little is known
regarding the stability of the recombination landscape at
smaller physical scales. If this landscape is more labile evo-
lutionarily, this too could contribute to our lack of observed
correlation between nucleotide diversity and recombina-
tion rate, as such a correlation results from repeated hitch-
hiking or background selection events over evolutionary
time.

Table 1 Pearson’s correlation coefficient of local crossover rate
and genomic context

5 kb 10 kb 20 kb 50 kb 100 kb

GC content 20.092 20.021 20.075 20.13 20.049
FOP 20.12 20.14 20.098 20.14 20.082
CDS cover 0.087 0.079 0.017 0.19 0.15
Total repeat cover 20.041 0.013 0.031 0.11 0.26
qw 20.057 0.035 20.011 0.063 20.31
p 20.013 0.010 0.0011 0.13 20.16
Dxy 0.15 0.0099 0.068 0.17 0.17

Boldface type indicates significance at the 5% level.
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Recent evidence tentatively supports a weak relationship
between interspecific divergence and local crossover rate at
the scale of entire chromosomes or genome-wide (Begun
et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2008), although ancestral poly-
morphism may be driving this observation for at least one of
these reports (Noor 2008). We find no significant associa-
tion between crossover rate and divergence with D. sechellia
at any scale (Table 1). Given our sample size and the pur-
ported weakness of the correlation, it is not clear whether
this reflects a lack of association or a lack of statistical power.

Future directions

Moving forward, it is clear that much work is needed to
determine the genetic basis of crossover distribution in this
species in particular and Drosophila in general. In addition,
as we continue to refine our understanding of the scale at
which crossover rates are heterogeneous, it will remain im-
portant to determine the relevant scale to consider in light of
genome evolution and the effects of genetic hitchhiking and
background selection. Furthermore, the scale of crossover
rate heterogeneity that is most important for organismal fit-
ness and function is an important unknown and merits careful
future consideration.
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Figure	  S1	  	  	  A	  Venn	  diagram	  illustrating	  the	  number	  of	  SNPs	  meeting	  each	  of	  our	  three	  filtering	  criteria.	  Only	  those	  
SNPs	  that	  met	  all	  three	  criteria	  (451)	  were	  included	  in	  our	  analysis.	  
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Figure	  S2	  	  	  Heat	  map	  depicting	  the	  frequency	  of	  the	  wild-‐type	  (wt)	  parental	  allele	  at	  each	  of	  451	  SNPs	  for	  each	  of	  the	  
66	  pools	  of	  100	  recombinant	  males.	  Each	  column	  represents	  a	  pool,	  with	  the	  top	  of	  the	  plot	  representing	  the	  5’	  end	  
of	  the	  g-‐sd	  region	  and	  the	  bottom	  representing	  the	  3’	  end.	  Note	  that	  the	  expectation	  is	  that	  allele	  frequencies	  should	  
start	  at	  0	  (blue)	  and	  increase	  to	  1	  (red)	  from	  top	  to	  bottom	  or	  vice	  versa,	  depending	  on	  the	  recombinant	  phenotype	  
class	  comprising	  the	  pool.	  The	  pools	  are	  ordered	  such	  that	  all	  of	  the	  g+	  pools	  are	  presented	  first	  followed	  by	  the	  +sd	  
pools.	  Note	  that	  in	  no	  pool	  do	  the	  empirical	  allele	  frequencies	  meet	  the	  theoretical	  expectation	  of	  varying	  
monotonically	  across	  the	  g-‐sd	  region.	  For	  some	  pools,	  this	  expectation	  is	  weakly	  violated,	  as	  might	  be	  anticipated	  
from	  sampling	  bias	  and	  variance.	  In	  others,	  the	  monotonic	  trend	  was	  weak	  or	  imperceptible,	  suggesting	  additional	  
sources	  of	  variation.	  Only	  the	  former	  class	  of	  pools	  was	  used	  for	  subsequent	  analyses.	  
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Figure	  S3	  	  	  Raw	  data	  (open	  circles)	  and	  median-‐smoothed	  data	  (black	  line)	  for	  each	  of	  the	  25	  pools	  included	  in	  our	  analysis.	  Physical	  
position	  (Mbp)	  is	  on	  the	  x-‐axis	  and	  frequency	  of	  the	  g-‐sd	  allele	  is	  plotted	  on	  the	  y-‐axis	  for	  each	  of	  the	  451	  SNPs	  included	  in	  our	  analysis.	  	  
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